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1. Introduction 

Trust is essential in security tasks. A subject can 

only be trusted when he or she is identified. After a 

positive identification, he or she can obtain the rele-

vant permissions to operate inside a system. How-

ever, a critical situation can occur when a non-

authorized person bypasses the identification proce-

dure and obtains high-level permissions. To prevent 

such intrusions, advanced modules need to be added 

to the system, since the traditional identification 

stage, on its own, does not ensure a high level of 

security control. For example, a traditional identifi-

cation is often implemented with identification cards, 

which can be easily stolen or faked.  

Verification is an essential part of any high-

security system, since it approves the user’s true 

identity. Only when the user successfully performs 

the identification and verification, can he or she gain 

access to security areas with assigned permissions. 

We present an intelligent security system that im-

proves the traditional verification stage with intelli-

gent agents. These agents verify the users on the 

basis of previous behavior [13]. Since the system 

controls a high-security object, the users are  

 

instructed to behave consistently in terms of their 

behavior models, i.e., to enter as normally as possi-

ble and not to be too casual. Behavior models do not 

only determine normal behavior, they also improve 

the agents’ knowledge and awareness of the envi-

ronment. These models are stored in the form of an 

ontology [1]. By comparing the current behavior of 

a person wishing to enter with the usual behavior of 

the person it identifies, they improve security. Un-

usual behavior triggers an alarm with a user-friendly 

explanation.  

Agents also provide some false alarms, but the 

cost of raising a false alarm from time to time is 

irrelevant compared to the cost of not raising an 

alarm during a critical situation, e.g., an intruder 

entering the building. Our initial system, without an 

ontology and agents, was presented in [3]. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes the related work. Section 3 presents the gen-

eral architecture of the proposed security system 

with the accompanying ontology. The experimental 

environment and the agents are described in Sec-

tion 4. Section 5 presents the experiments, while 

Section 6 summarizes the work done and concludes 

with a discussion. 
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2. Related work 

Security issues have been analyzed by several au-

thors. The presented paper describes the security 

issues related to the surveillance of persons as a part 

of agents’ ambient-intelligence modeling. The fol-

lowing papers also describe ambient-intelligence 

security systems. Wilson [18] presented an intelli-

gent system for video surveillance, which adds data-

mining methods to the existing system of cameras in 

a building. The intelligent methods are used to ex-

tract people from video images, recognize possible 

intruders, follow persons and recognize unpredicted 

paths or recognize threats.  Sun et al. [16] described 

an intelligent method for user control based on face 

recognition, which combines 2D and 3D facial fea-

tures. The information about the 3D face is derived 

using a Hopfield neural network. Its features are 

retrieved with a local autocorrelation coefficient. 

The 2D facial features are retrieved using a principle 

component analysis. Next, the 2D and 3D features 

are combined, which improves the user’s face rec-

ognition. Lambort et al. [5] introduced an intelligent 

system that consists of several heterogeneous sen-

sors with a weighted voting algorithm for computing 

the final result. To avoid a large number of false 

alarms, the results from several sensors were inte-

grated into the classification, thus creating an ad-

vance situational awareness. Several data-mining 

methods were used, e.g., k-nearest neighbors, neural 

networks and support vector machines. 

Previously described publications take into ac-

count only the ambient-intelligence security aspect. 

A distributed autonomous system including agents 

also has to take into account other aspects, e.g., the 

autonomy of several components. The following 

papers describe such autonomous systems. Pavon et 

al. [8] presented an intelligent, multi-sensor surveil-

lance system with agents. The sensors are installed 

on fixed and mobile devices and provide a lot of 

information that has to be correlated and integrated 

in order to recognize special situations. They are 

applied in highly dynamic environments with strict 

security requirements. However, each component 

can act with a certain degree of autonomy. In addi-

tion, the components cooperate for complete track-

ing. The surveillance is achieved by controlling a set 

of rules and by user identification with biometric 

data. Pikoulas et al. [10] developed an agent-based 

security system for recognizing security threats. 

They added a Bayesian forecasting technique to 

predict the user’s actions as an additional level to the 

username and password authentication. The goal is 

to predict whether a user acts normally or not and if 

there has been a security violation caused by an ex-

ternal user. This is done by comparing the user’s 

current behavior with his/her typical behavior and 

with a predefined behavior pattern. 

In summary, the presented approaches use several 

intelligent methods, but each approach focuses on 

only one, i.e., the most promising method. Further-

more, knowledge is stored in a method-appropriate 

way; therefore, it is not commonly accessible and 

cannot be used by other agents for further data 

analysis. In addition, the presented publications only 

focus on either the ambient-intelligence aspect or on 

the agent aspect. None of them have efficiently han-

dled both aspects, as we do in this paper. We pro-

pose a new approach to behavior analysis and intru-

sion detection. It uses several intrusion-detection 

classification techniques, realized as agents enabling 

multimodal interfaces with the advantages described 

in [12,14]. The knowledge is stored in a common 

ontology, which enables the interchangeability of 

knowledge between agents. Consequently, addi-

tional agents or applications can be easily added to 

the system. 

3. Architecture 

This section firstly describes the system architec-

ture and in the second part, the ontology is presented. 

3.1. Agent-based security-system architecture 

The system consists of four hardware levels. The 

first level consists of a set of access points, which 

are located at the entry points of high-security rooms 

or buildings. The second level is a set of sensors and 

sensor agents, which are located on the access points, 

where one access point has one or more sensors and 

agents. The third part is a network (e.g., a TCP/IP 

channel), which is used as a communication channel 

between the sensor agents at the access points and a 

main server. The last part is the main server, which 

stores the knowledge in the ontology and is where 

the intelligent agents are. It receives the event in-

formation from the sensor agents, delivers this in-

formation to the intelligent agents, stores it in the 

ontology, implements the communication channels 

between the intelligent agents and presents the 

alarms to the administrator. The intelligent agents 

are implemented as threads, which operate in a 
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common system framework. They communicate by 

sending messages.  

In the proposed security system, an arbitrary 

number of sensors can be applied. The commonly 

used sensors provide information about a person’s 

identity card, fingerprint, face, cornea, etc. In the 

system there can also be an arbitrary number of in-

telligent agents, integrated into one classifying sys-

tem. Each agent receives data from the sensor agents 

and reacts if the relevant patterns appear. Further-

more, each intelligent agent sends the classification 

result to the supervisor agent. An agent can also 

trigger an action relating to the classification result, 

e.g., show the result on the screen, prevent a user’s 

entry, or set off an alarm. The top agent is the super-

visor agent, providing a final decision about the en-

try. 

A user entry is classified as an alarm if the behav-

ior differs significantly from his or her usual behav-

ior. However, this might cause false alarms if the 

user broke his/her leg, he/she carries some heavy 

objects, or his/her bag drops on the floor. But as 

mentioned before, we deal with high-security entry 

and any abnormality attracts human supervision, 

easily distinguishing between true dangers and false 

alarms. Of course, when someone’s behavior 

changes permanently, e.g., a user has a broken leg, 

the administrator starts to build a new behavior 

model. In this case the administrator deletes the 

user’s old behavior model and the agents learn a 

new behavior model from the entries learning on-

line.  

3.2. Ontology for storing knowledge 

The ontology is used to store the knowledge of 

the agent. In this way, each agent can use the know-

ledge of other agents, as shown in Fig. 1. It is also 

possible to use other agents’ classifications, thus 

enabling several additional classification layers, 

such as meta-learning, meta-meta-learning, etc. The 

system presented here uses three classification lay-

ers. 

The presented knowledge and data are stored with 

the Web Ontology Language (OWL) [17], a stan-

dard language for describing the classes or entities, 

the properties, the relations between classes, the rich 

types of properties, the cardinality of properties, and 

the characteristics of properties. 

The system was implemented in Protégé OWL [4]. 

Figure 2 shows a model of the central system ontol-

ogy, with the following entities: 

Access point entities denote the physical areas, 

e.g., a building consisting of public and/or restricted 

areas.  There are two types of access-point entities: 

C lassifica tion  and  superv iso r agen tC lass ifica tion  agen t

S ensor agen t

E ven t

E ven t

C lass ifica tion

C lassifica tion

O nto logy  

K now ledge

C lass ifica tion

D ata

A la rm

 

Fig. 1. Agent communication. 
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Fig. 2. The system ontology. 
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1. Internal access points define the various de-

grees of security for different areas. 

2. External access points control the entries at 

several “border” or “perimeter” locations.  

Person entities incorporate the data of people. 

There are two types of person entities: 

1. Worker entities, which store the data either of 

regular workers, having access to less-restricted 

areas, or of principal workers, having access to 

more-restricted areas. 

2. Non-worker entities, which have access to pub-

lic and/or unrestricted areas in the building. 

Sensor entities consist of the sensor data ac-

quired during the events. There are three types of 

sensor entities: 

1. Biometric sensor entities, e.g., fingerprint read-

er and face reader. 

2. Non-biometric sensor entities, e.g., card reader 

and door sensor. 

3. Video sensor entities, implemented in such a 

way as to prevent storage overload. 

Agent entities store data and information from 

the agents. They can also entail procedures and pa-

rameters used for the verification of events. A  

decision-tree learner and an interpreter are typical 

examples of an agent. 

Action entities describe actions that are per-

formed when a condition is satisfied. The actions  

are typically presented as a set of program com-

mands. 

Classification entities are related to event classi-

fications by the agents. For example, if the classifi-

cation of a module is alarm, then the following  

actions can be performed: display a message on the 

screen, call a supervisor on a cell phone, call the 

police, deny access, raise an alarm, etc. 

Event entities describe events produced by one 

person at one access point. This access point can 

contain many sensors, the values of which are part 

of the event. Each single and integrated classifica-

tion is also part of an event.  

4. The experimental environment 

An agent-based system was implemented to ver-

ify the presented approach. Its hardware and soft-

ware components are described in the following 

subsections. 

4.1. System configuration 

The system schema is very flexible, and applica-

ble for a large or small number of sensors and access 

points. We tested the system by using one access 

point with a door equipped with an open/close door 

sensor, an identification-card reader, a fingerprint 

reader, and a camera. These sensors, except for the 

camera, are connected to a DOX Access Controller 

[15], which can control up to seven sensors and can 

be hierarchically connected to other DOX Control-

lers. The controller communicates with the main 

server via a TCP/IP communication channel. The 

camera communicates with the main server directly 

via the TCP/IP communication channel. 

When an event occurs, the four sensor agents read 

the data from the sensors and send the data to the 

ontology and to each of the classification agents at 

the main server. The event data are processed and 

classified by the classification agents. The results 

are then sent to the supervisor agent and stored in 

the ontology. Next, the supervisor agent calculates 

the final classification and if it confirms the entry, 

the door is unlocked and the user is able to pass 

through. Each agent classifies an event into one of 

the following three classes: OK, Warning, or Alarm. 

It also provides a detailed explanation of its decision, 

which is comprehensible to the supervisor. In the 

future, we plan to include more access points with a 

larger number of sensors.  

4.2. Implemented agents 

Four groups of classification agents were imple-

mented in the experimental setup, i.e., reflex agents, 

short-term agent, long-term agents and movement 

agent, and one supervisor agent as shown in Fig. 3. 

In the next sections, the agents are described in more 

detail. 

4.2.1. Reflex agents 

The reflex agents implement rules and do not 

learn from past events. They are realized as generic 

reflex agents and become operable when their pa-

rameter values are defined. The final classification is 

an alarm as soon as one reflex agent classifies the 

entry as an alarm. In the experimental system, the 

following generic reflex agents were implemented 

and parameterized: a long-term time agent, a short-

term time agent, a long-term event-sequence agent 

and a short-term event-sequence agent. From these 4 
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generic agents, 10 executable reflex agents were 

generated. 

The rules were defined in collaboration with secu-

rity experts from the Slovenian Ministry of Defense. 

The parameterization and the tests of the rules were 

also executed under the supervision of the same se-

curity experts. 

The rules are implemented in SWRL (Semantic 

Web rule language), an extension of OWL, using a 

subset of RuleML [6]. It enables the use of complex 

predicates for a precise definition of the concepts 

and deductive reasoning. The SWRL rules have two 

parts: the IF part or antecedents, and the THEN part 

or consequents [7]. There are three types of atoms: 

1. Atoms defining a class variable, for example, a 

person(?X). 

2. Atoms checking the property of class instances, 

for example, a name(?X, ?Y).  

3. Built-in atoms for basic arithmetic and com-

parison operations. An example of a basic 

arithmetic atom is the subtraction built-in atom 

swrlb:subtract(?C, ?B, ?A), which calculates  

C = B – A. 

The execution of the rules is implemented with 

the Jess rule engine. 

In the presented system, four types of rules are 

implemented. The first type of rules represents 

short-term time rules, checking the short-term times 

of a person at the access point: when the person en-

ters through an access point, a sequence of events is 

recorded by a sensor and the time differences be-

tween each pair of entry-event times are measured. 

The experimental system has four sensors; therefore, 

the short-term time rules check three time differ-

ences: 

1. The time difference between the time of accep-

tance of the identity card and the time of accep-

tance of the fingerprint. 

2. The time difference between the time of accep-

tance of the fingerprint and the time of the door 

opening. 

3. The time difference between the time of the 

door opening and the time of the door closing. 

The rule is used for identifying the following un-

usual events: 

1. The door remains open for a too long period of 

time. 

2. The entry speed from the identification-card 

reader to the door closing differs by n% com-

pared to the usual entry, e.g., a user goes 

through the check point too slowly, which 

means the user is possibly ill or drugged. 

3. A person goes through the check point too fast, 

because, for example, he/she is running away 

from danger, etc. 

The second type of rules is related to long-term 

times – the time in the day and the day of the week 

for the person at the access point. The rule is used 

for the identification of unusual events: 

1. at night, 

2. on Sunday, 

3. on Saturday, 

4. during out-of-hours’ times, etc. 

The third type of rules deals with sequences of 

short-term events. The rule is used for the identifica-

tion of the following unusual events: 

1. The door opens without any previous identifi-

cation or verification, which happens, for ex-

Ontology

Sensor agents

Reflex agents
Long-term agents

...

...

Short-term agent Movement agent

Supervisor agent

 

Fig. 3. Agents in the experimental setup. 
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ample, when a bomb attack occurs and the door 

is smashed. 

2. The door does not close, etc. 

The fourth type of rules deals with long-term se-

quence rules, verifying whether a person initiates 

too many events in a limited time, for example: 

1. A person is stealing several objects, and is thus 

making too many entries. 

2. An identity has been stolen or faked and the 

unauthorized person creates “impossible” 

events, e.g., being at two locations at the same 

time. 

The following examples show the implementation 

of the described types of rules. A syntax explanation 

can be found in [7]. The first rule shows an example 

of the first type of rule, which checks the time dif-

ference between the time of the door opening and 

the time of the door closing. It produces an alarm if 

the difference is greater than 7 seconds. 
 

event (?event) ^  

sensor (?sensor1) ^  

eventSensor3 (?event, ?sensor1) ^ 

name (?sensor1, ?name1) ^ 

swrlb:equal (?name1, "doorOpens") ^ 

sensor (?sensor2) ^  

eventSensor4 (?event, ?sensor2) ^ 

name (?sensor2, ?name2) ^ 

swrlb:equal (?name2, "doorCloses") ^ 

time (?sensor1, ?time1) ^ 

time (?sensor2, ?time2) ^ 

swrlb:subtract 

(?timeDiff, ?time2, ?time1) ^ 

swrlb:greaterThan (?timeDiff, "7")  

-> 

classification (?event, "Alarm") ^ 

explanation (?event, "The time differ-

ence between doorOpens and doorCloses 

is greater than 7 seconds.")  

 

The second example shows the second type of 

rule, which produces an alarm when an event occurs 

outside the working hours, after 16:00. 
 
event (?event) ^ 

sensor (?sensor) ^ 

eventSensor3 (?event, ?sensor) ^ 

name (?sensor, ?name) ^ 

swrlb:equal (?name, "doorOpens") ^ 

time (?sensor, ?time) ^ 

swrlb:greaterThan (?time, "16:00")  

-> 

classification (?event, "Alarm") ^ 

explanation (?event, "The event did not 

occur during the working time.") 

The third example shows the third type of rule, 

which produces an alarm when the identification 

stage was not completed between the last door clos-

ing and the next door opening. 
 
event (?event) ^ 

sensor (?sensor1) ^ 

name (?sensor1, ?name1) ^ 

swrlb:equal (?name1, "card") ^ 

sensor (?sensor2) ^ 

name (?sensor2, ?name2) ^ 

swrlb:equal (?name2, "doorCloses") ^ 

sensor (?sensor3) ^ 

eventSensor3 (?event, ?sensor3) ^ 

name (?sensor3, ?name3) ^ 

swrlb:equal (?name3, "doorOpens") ^ 

time (?sensor1, ?time1) ^ 

time (?sensor2, ?time2) ^ 

time (?sensor3, ?time3) ^ 

swrlb:greaterThan (?time2, ?time1) ^ 

swrlb:greaterThan (?time3, ?time2)  

-> 

classification (?event, "Alarm") ^ 

explanation (?event, "No identification 

stage has occurred between last door 

closing and current door opening.") 

 

The last example shows the fourth type of rule, 

which produces an alarm if a user does more than 

three events in 60 seconds. 
 

event (?event1) ^ 

event (?event2) ^ 

event (?event3) ^ 

event (?event4) ^ 

person (?event1, ?person) ^ 

person (?event2, ?person) ^ 

person (?event3, ?person) ^ 

person (?event4, ?person) ^ 

time (?event1, ?time1) ^ 

time (?event2, ?time2) ^ 

time (?event3, ?time3) ^ 

time (?event4, ?time4) ^ 

swrlb:lessThan (?time1, ?time2) ^ 

swrlb:lessThan (?time2, ?time3) ^ 

swrlb:lessThan (?time3, ?time4) ^ 

swrlb:subtract 

(?timeDiff, ?time4, ?time1) ^ 

swrlb:greaterThan (?timeDiff, "60") ^ 

->  

classification (?event, "Alarm") ^ 

explanation (?event, "The user produced 

more than three events in 60 seconds.") 

4.2.2. Short-term and long-term agents  

The short-term agent is designed on the basis of 

empirical evidence that users enter in their own per-

sonalized manner and rarely change their habits over 
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time, e.g., a female user usually carries her card in a 

handbag. 

The users’ habits are modeled as follows. All the 

event data consist of four short-term times: ID-card 

time, fingerprint time, door-opening time and door-

closing time. The three time differences are calcu-

lated between the successive short-term times. These 

differences determine a 3-dimensional short-term 

features space. Therefore, every user’s entry repre-

sents a point in that space. If a new entry is close to 

the regular-entries cluster of the entering identified 

user, then the user is considered to be entering nor-

mally.  

We experimented with several algorithms for out-

lier detection and, finally, the LOF (Local Outlier 

Factor) was chosen [2]. Therefore, although several 

agents were tested, only one was finally imple-

mented. It classifies an event as an alarm if the LOF 

exceeds a predefined threshold, which was obtained 

with an algorithm tuning stage. 

The long-term agents are focused on the daily 

routine of the users passing through one access point, 

and the movements between different access points. 

For example, some users usually come to work to-

gether; some are smokers and pass through a par-

ticular access point more often. To detect such rou-

tines and the dependencies between users, the fol-

lowing long-term features were used: time, date, day 

of the week, date in relation to the month, etc. 

The top long-term agent is the supervisor second-

layer agent, which combines the results of three sin-

gle long-term agents. The first and the second long-

term agents apply the C4.5 algorithm [11] for con-

structing the decision trees. The first agent uses only 

the long-term features of the entry, while the second 

agent uses both the long-term and the short-term 

features. Therefore, it joins the long-term knowledge 

with the short-term knowledge, using the ontology. 

The third agent uses the LOF algorithm on the long-

term and the short-term features. It also integrates 

the long-term knowledge and the short-term knowl-

edge stored in the ontology. The final classification 

by the top long-term supervisor agent was first ob-

tained by voting and later by more complex algo-

rithms. 

4.2.3. Movement agent 

The movement agent uses the body movement of 

each person for his/her identity verification with the 

help of cameras. Like the short-term agent, the 

movement agent also takes into consideration that 

users move in their own personalized manner, which 

rarely changes. 

A user is verified by extracting the movement 

signature from the entry video. The signature is ob-

tained by identifying the elementary movements, 

estimated with histograms. Then it is compared with 

the user’s past movement signatures. If the similar-

ity is high, the user is positively verified. A detailed 

explanation of the method is given in [9]. 

4.2.4. Supervisor agent  

This third-level agent combines the results from 

the previously described agents as follows. When 

the reflex agents report an alarm, all the other agents 

are irrelevant, as something is very wrong and de-

mands urgent action. Therefore, the reflex agents 

trigger an alarm and the supervisor agent is just in-

formed.  

The supervisor agent observes the classifications 

of the other agents and provides temporal decisions. 

After a certain time or when all the classification 

agents make their assessments, the supervisor agent 

provides the final decision. An alarm can be trig-

gered at any time during the classification process, 

when the predefined thresholds are reached.  

During the agents’ classification their conclusions 

are sent to the supervisor. The current implementa-

tion of the system displays the results on a computer 

screen. An example of an event explanation is 

shown in Fig. 4. It shows the classification of three 

types of agents: rule agents classified the event as ok, 

while the short-term agent and all the long-term 

agents classified the event as an alarm. The supervi-

sor agent concluded that the final classification is an 

alarm. A detailed explanation of each classification 

is given at the bottom of the figure. The short-term 

and long-term explanations include the classification 

value, i.e., the tree classification precision [11] and 

the LOF value [2]. The classification thresholds for 

warning and alarm are also given. The long-term 

explanations also include the attributes used for the 

classification in the classification tree and their val-

ues. The long-term time denotes the event time in 

minutes.  

5. Verification 

The test of the experimental environment, pre-

sented in Section 4, was performed in two stages. 

The first stage was composed of a collection of real-

world entry data. Five workers were asked to pro-

duce 37 entries at the described entry point. The 

achieved data were monitored and if any entry data 

included irregularities a new entry was produced. 
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The output from this stage was the data of 37 regular 

entries for each of 5 workers.  

The second stage involved an analysis of the data, 

which was done with an offline simulation. The si-

mulation did not include video agent classifications, 

since the video data were not collected at the time 

when the first stage was running and the simulation 

of the offline video data is hard to perform.  

The second stage included a test of regular events 

and the stolen-card and forged-fingerprint experi-

ment. The test of regular events was made with a 10-

fold cross-validation for each user independently. 

Therefore, at one step, each entry of one fold (in-

cluding 10% of entries, i.e., 4 entries) was tested 

with the security system, where the agents’ behavior 

models are built with regard to the entries of other 

folds (90% of entries, i.e., 33 entries) of the same 

worker. 

The last part of the second stage included a simu-

lation of the stolen-card and forged-fingerprint ex-

periment. The experiment tests the system on entries, 

where the real user is not the user that was identified 

by the system. Such events occur when an intruder 

steals an identification card, forges the fingerprint 

and bypasses the sensors. The recognition of such 

events adds a real added value since the events are 

not recognized by the already reliable card identifi-

cation and fingerprint verification. The simulation of 

such events was made as follows. We assumed that 

intruders do not know that the entry behavior is 

tested and therefore they do not try to imitate the 

behavior of the real workers, but they behave in 

their own specific manner. Five tested workers did 

not try to imitate each other; therefore, their data 

were also used to simulate intrusions. This was done 

by declaring a worker as an intruder that had stolen 

the identity of another worker. The following exam-

ple shows how such a simulation is performed:  

• worker 1 is the intruder that behaves in his/her 

own specific manner;  

• he or she has stolen the identification card and 

forged the fingerprint of worker 2;  

• the identification part of the system (identifica-

tion-card and fingerprint checks) recognizes 

him/her as worker 2;  

 

Fig. 4. Explanation of the classifications. 
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• consequently, his/her behavior is tested with 

the behavior models of worker 2; 

• since the entry was not produced by worker 2, 

but by worker 1, who behaves in his/her own 

manner, the entry behavior is not similar to the 

usual behavior, defined by the tested behavior 

models; 

• the agents recognize the behavior differences 

and raise the alarm. 

The simulation was made by testing each pair of 

workers, where, firstly, one of them was the intruder 

and, secondly, the other was the intruder. In both 

cases the non-intruder worker was simulating the 

behavior of a regular worker. Each time all the regu-

lar-worker data were used to build the behavior 

models. Finally, each intruder entry was simulated 

and tested on the regular-worker behavior models. 

Table 1 shows the classifications of 185 regular 

entries of 5 workers. The system correctly classified 

88% of such entries, never triggered an alarm and 

issued a warning for 12% of the entries – people 

sometimes move a little irregularly. Table 2 shows 

the classifications of 185 stolen-card and forged-

fingerprint entries of 5 workers, when a user forged 

another ID, but retained the original movement. The 

system correctly classified 69% of such events as an 

alarm. This table also shows that the reflex agents 

classified all the stolen-card and forged-fingerprint 

entries as regular entries. In other words, the reflex 

agents check only the entry regularity and do not 

classify an entry based on the user’s behavior. 

It must be emphasized that the tests were made as 

if the biometric control was trivially by-passed. In 

real life, the biometric control is the basic security 

control and is hard to overcome on its own. There-

fore, the intelligent agents represent an additional 

level of security for high-security areas. Furthermore, 

we believe that adding a movement agent, which 

was not included in the described tests, only in-

creases the security, which has been proved with 

other tests that are not presented in the current paper.  

For more reliable results, a full-scale evaluation 

will be performed in the future. Such an evaluation 

will include the testing of a larger number of work-

ers and a full-system testing. This was not already 

done because the benchmark tests do not exist. Con-

sequently, a comparison between the presented and 

other systems’ results cannot be made.  

6. Conclusion and discussion 

This paper presents an agent-based security sys-

tem in which ambient intelligence agents observe 

entry points and their sensors, which are organized 

in several classification layers, and their knowledge 

is stored in a common ontology. The system is very 

flexible since it allows the easy adding or removing 

of intelligent agents, entry points and sensors. The 

intelligent agents model the users’ usual entry be-

havior models and use them for the verification of 

future entries. 

The system was tested with a stolen-card and 

forged-fingerprint experiment. An example of a sto-

len-card and forged-fingerprint event is attempting 

to enter the building with a stolen identification card. 

Consequently, he or she easily bypasses the low-

level identification stage, but the entry is addition-

ally verified by the intelligent agents. In the experi-

mental setup, the system successfully recognized 

88% of the regular entries and 69% of the stolen-

card and forged-fingerprint entries. The experiments 

indicate that the additional security level in the form 

of intelligent agents substantially improves intrusion 

detection.  

It should be pointed out that in real life the system 

learns the user’s behavior, which then does not 

change. If a user’s behavior changes, the administra-

tor has to start building a new behavior model since 

it is not automatically updated. 

The main advantage of the system is the informa-

tion exchange between the agents and the common 

knowledge ontology, where the information is ac-

cessible to all the agents. Such a system implemen-

tation makes it possible to deal with complex know-

ledge about the environment, e.g., ambient intelli-

gence.  

Future work includes, in the first step, a full-scale 

test of the system. In addition, a larger number of 

workers will be tested. We will also try to include 

Table 1 
Preliminary results for regular entries 

Agents Reflex Short-term Long-term Supervisor 

OK 1 0.98 0.9 0.88 
Warning 0 0.02 0.1 0.12 
Alarm 0 0 0 0 

 

Table 2 
Preliminary results for stolen-card and forged-fingerprint entries 

Agents Reflex Short-term Long-term Supervisor 

OK 1 0.35 0.14 0.13 
Warning 0 0.15 0.24 0.18 
Alarm 0 0.5 0.62 0.69 
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the additional knowledge of domain experts. New 

agents and tests of additional sensors’ data will also 

be included. The following system parts will be add-

ed over a long period and the control will be ex-

tended to more than one access point. And finally, 

we will test how the system acts if it learns from the 

most current behavior, so it updates behavior models 

constantly, while deleting data older than one week, 

one month, etc. So the model building will not be 

undertaken at an administrator’s request. 
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